Purpose

Function CGSTATUS is a utility Function that prints the status of the Carryover Groups.

A table listing the dates of carryover which are currently saved, when the carryover was saved and whether or not the carryover slot is protected is printed for each Carryover Group. Also the Forecast Groups which make up each Carryover Group are listed.

The display is the same as the that printed by the program FCINIT command STATUS (see Section VI.3.4 [Hyperlink]).

HCL Input

Input to Function CGSTATUS is through the Hydrologic Command Language (HCL).

The input consists of Techniques and their Arguments (see Section VI.5.3C-CGSTATUS-TECH [Hyperlink]).

Sample HCL Input

@COMPUTE CGSTATUS
@STOP

Output

Function CGSTATUS produces printer output of the Carryover Group status.